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WELCOME BACK, SHARKS!
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Students kick off year with welcome home events
By: Li Cohen
@Current_Yakira
This year, approximately 700 freshman and
300 transfer students will join the Sharks for the
2015-2016 academic year. The year will kick off
with a series of back to school events, including
Week of Welcome—a week that celebrates the
new academic year with activities for the NSU
community, and the opportunity for students to
win prizes, including a car and roundtrip flights.
WOW runs from Aug. 21 to Aug. 29 on
NSU’s main campus, as well as the Miami, Fort
Myers, Jacksonville, Orlando, Tampa and Palm
Beach regional campuses.
Parker Sheppard, sophomore exercise and
sports science and pre-dental double major, said
that last year’s Week of Welcome was a blast.
“It’s a major culture shock going from high
school to college, but having the chance to put
myself out there and relate with my new friends
was incredible,” he said. “I’m excited about this
year’s WOW and I can’t wait to kick off a new
school year.”
Shannon Booker, assistant director of
student activities, said that for this year’s WOW
on the main campus, the events were created
to be more engaging than in previous years.
Aside from the week’s traditional Cirque du
SEA Board, RecFest, Student Employment Fair,
Greek BBQ and Sharkapalooza, this year will
bring in more events.
Booker said that the Student Events
and Activities Board is working with other
departments to help create a smoother transition
into the year and that they want both old and
new students to enjoy campus life.
“Each year, we try to make the Week of
Welcome bigger and better,” Booker said.
New events include a welcome back party,
speed-friending, movie night, live music, food
festival and a service day.
“The events last year really helped calm
some of our nervousness [about starting college]
because we were able to meet new people and
see the different organizations and clubs, “ said
Jenna Klingsick, sophomore marine biology
major. “I hope more people will attend and enjoy
the campus activities this year.”
The night of live music at NSU’s Flight
Deck Pub, one of the newer events, was created
to contribute to the overall experience of the
Flight Deck and NSU life. Booker said that SEA
Board hopes to make the Flight Deck more of
an entertainment venue, rather than just a place

EVENTS
Aug. 25
8-10 p.m.
Pitch Perfect 2 Movie Night
NSU Soccer Complex
Aug. 26
11:30 a.m.-1:30 p.m.
Student Employment Fair
Don Taft University Center Spine
8 - 11 p.m.
Live Music
NSU Flight Deck Pub

Sharks show off Shark pride at the 2014 Sharkapalooza.

to eat.
Daesha Roberts, SEA Board vice president
of traditions, helped select the events based on
student feedback. Booker said that Roberts and
other SEA Board members talked to students and
stayed updated on popular activities and trends
to ensure that not only new students participated,
but current students as well.
Students who attend will be asked to sign
in with their shark cards so SEA Board can
determine how many people attended the various
events. Students who attend Sharkapalooza,
NSU’s annual club and organization fair, will
have the chance to win one of two grand prizes.
One student will win roundtrip flights for
two to the destination of his or her choice in the
continental United States, Canada or Mexico,
plus a one night hotel stay. The trip must be
taken by August 2016. Another student will
receive a one-year lease for a new car from a
Rick Case dealership.
The party continues after the Week of
Welcome with more events, including the
annual Labor Day pool party, Waterworks and
the Undergraduate Student Success Fair.
Undergraduate
Student
Government
Association Campus Entertainment Director
Sarah Personelli, junior marketing major, said
that this year’s Waterworks will include foam,
a water balloon fight and a DJ from Triple P

COURTESY OF THE OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTIVITIES

Entertainment.
“We want students to get the feel of a
real college campus as soon as they get here,”
Personelli said. “Last year’s attendance wasn’t
what we expected and we want to make
sure students can come out and really enjoy
themselves this year.”
SGA will also reintroduce paint to the
party, which wasn’t used at last year’s event
because of an incident with paint ruining the
DJ’s equipment in 2013. To help prevent another
incident, SGA plans on having more security and
organization at the event. A barrier will be placed
between students and the DJ so they cannot get
as close to the DJ as they were in previous years.
Students will also be required to rinse off at a
station before returning to their dorms.
“It took a lot of convincing of the rest of
SGA and administrators to bring the paint back,
but we agreed that because everyone had so
much fun in the years when we did use paint, we
just had to bring it back,” she said. “It’s the best
way to start the year with a bang!”
Booker and Personelli said that SEA Board
and SGA have many events planned for the rest
of the year.
To see welcome back events for all of the
campuses, visit nova.edu/wow/index.html.

Aug. 27
11:30 a.m.- 1p.m.
Chartwells Sharks Around the World Food
Fest
Alvin Sherman Library Quad
4-6 p.m.
Greek BBQ
Alvin Sherman Library Quad
Aug. 28
6 -9 p.m.
Sharkapalooza
NSU Arena at the Don Taft University Center
Aug. 29
8 a.m.
New Shark Service Day
Meet at Shark Fountain
Sept. 4
9 p.m.- 1 a.m.
Waterworks
Alvin Sherman Library Quad
Sept. 7
4 – 8 p.m.
Labor Day Pool Party
RecPlex Pool
Sept. 16
11:30 a.m. – 1 p.m.
Undergraduate Student Success Fair
Carl DeSantis Building Atrium
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Student Success Fair aims
to teach students tips for
success

By: Nicole Cocuy

@CurrentNicole
On Sept. 16, The Office of Undergraduate
Student Success will host its annual Student
Success Fair from 11:30 a.m. to 1 p.m. in the
Carl DeSantis Building atrium.
The fair aims to connect undergraduate
students to the staff of 18 NSU offices, including
Career Development, Henderson Student
Counseling, the Office of Student Leadership and
Civic Engagement, the Office of International
Affairs and the Tutoring and Testing Center.
Assistant Director of the Office of
Undergraduate Student Success April Coan said
the fair is an opportunity to connect students
with some of the tools and resources NSU has
to offer.
“The main purpose [of the fair] is for
students to get to know the offices at NSU oneon-one and the resources and services they
offer,” she said.
While the Student Success Fair is open
to all undergraduate students, Coan said that
the fair is specifically geared to freshman and
transfer students. The office’s purpose for the
fair is to connect those who are unfamiliar
with the services available on-campus with the
offices that provide those services.

NEWS

“Sometimes, if we have a new student
or a transfer student, they really don’t know
all of the offices at NSU,” Coan said. “[The
Student Success Fair] is a really great for them
because all of the offices are really in one place
collectively. It makes it easier for those students
to get to know what those offices do, rather than
have to go all over campus to find out what they
do.”
Assistant Director of the Office of
Undergraduate Success Victoria Myer said that
she aims to make the Student Success Fair an
interactive experience. After signing in and
scanning their SharkCards, students will receive
a map with the layout of the booths for staff at
each table to stamp. Once a student receives
eight stamps, he or she will be eligible for a
drawing to win $25 in Shark Dining vouchers.
Also, several tables will also have games and
opportunities to win additional prizes.
Radio X and Razor the Shark, NSU’s
mascot, will provide additional entertainment.
Lunch will be provided by Chartwells.
For more information about the Student
Success Fair, contact the Office of Undergraduate
Student Success at nsusuccess@nova.edu.

ANCHOR

Stay up to date with international events.
Egypt passes controversial law
Egypt’s President Abdel Fattah el-Sisi signed a
counter-terrorism law last week that gives Egyptian
authorities jurisdiction in cases that are usually
reserved for states of emergencies. The law allows
the authorities to impose fines for journalists if their
articles about terrorism-related cases contradict the
official version of the case. Many organizations,
such as Amnesty International, said that the law
bans the rights to freedom of expression, but the
government says the law is necessary because
militants are increasing their attacks.

Cyanide levels at extreme high at China blast site
Cyanide levels near Tianjin, China are 356
times the national standard, following the Aug.
12 factory blast that killed more than 100 people
and injured approximately 800. Officials tested the
city’s wastewater last Thursday and said they fear
the environmental damage from the blast may get
worse. Cyanide is a deadly chemical widely used
in manufacturing. Officials from the Ministry of
Environmental Protection said the government plans
on treating the water before it is released into local
sewers.

North and South Korea exchange fire
On Aug. 20, North and South Korea exchanged
fire after weeks of tension following the wounding
of two South Korean soldiers in landmines in the
demilitarized zone. North Korea projected a small
rocket toward a South Korean Defense Ministry
and South Korea retaliated with a few dozen shells
at the area from which the rocket was fired. South
Korea accused the North of planting the mines in
the zone, which the North denies. The capital of
South Korea played anti-North Korea propaganda
throughout the city, which North Korea declared to
be “a direction action of declaring a war”.

Ecuador in state of emergency
Ecuador President Rafael Correa declare the
country in a state of emergency after its most active
volcano, Cotopaxi, started to spew ash. While some
evacuations already occurred, approximately 325,000
people who live near the volcano site are at risk of
mud slides and other dangerous activity. The last
major eruption was in 1877.

Slovakia declares it will only accept Christian
migrants
Slovakia announced that they will only
allow Christian immigrants within their borders.
Officials say that the decision wasn’t made on a
discriminatory basis, but on the concern that it
will be easier for Christian immigrants to integrate
with the country and want to stay more long-term.
The number of immigrants in the European Union
reached a new record in 2014 with more than
280,000 illegal immigrants. Most immigrants are
attempting to leave conflict and poverty in Syria,
Afghanistan and other nations.

Members of United Nations accused of rape
Three females, including one minor, accused
U.N. peacekeepers in the Central African Republic
of rape. These allegations contribute to the total of
14 allegations of sexual exploitation and abuse by
U.N. peacekeepers in this area since April 2014. The
peacekeepers are in the Central African Republic
to aid with political violence. The outcome of the
allegations is still pending.
Longest nonstop flight announced by Dubai
airline
Emirates, a Dubai-based airline, announced
that they will operate the world’s longest regularly
scheduled nonstop flight. The flight will be a daily
service between Dubai and Panama City and is
expected to begin service on Feb. 1, 2016. The airline
said the flight will take approximately 17 and a halfhours to travel the 8,580 mile distance. The service
will be on a Boeing 777-200LR aircraft and will be
able to carry 256 passengers.
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Student’s vision for school spirit comes true

@Current_Yakira
An undergraduate student is starting the
new academic year off with an accomplishment
that benefits the entire NSU community—the
opening of NSU’s new Shark Shop in the Don
Taft University Spine.
Sarah Personelli, junior marketing major,
had the idea for the Shark Shop as part of
her vision project within the Razor’s Edge
Leadership Development Program in the winter
2015 semester. The project worked with the
Delta class of Razor’s Edge to identify the
changes they want to see at NSU and how they
can implement those changes for the betterment
of the university.
Upon correspondence with Marc Crocquet,
vice president for business services, Personelli
discovered a plan was already in the works for
the store. Because of her passion and excitement
to see the vision fulfilled, Personelli was asked
to join NSU Bookstore Manager Amanda Cartas
in planning the grand opening.
Personelli said the most exciting part about
her vision is that she gets to see the finished
product.
“The store is super cute,” she said. “I
already know people who bought merchandise
and are wearing their new stuff around campus.”
NSU officially opened the store on Aug.
17, but the grand opening won’t be until later
in the semester. The store sells NSU t-shirts,
hoodies, lanyards, key chains and more. Cartas
said that they plan on adding new merchandise
and products often to keep up with events and
holidays. Shark Shop will not replace the NSU
Bookstore, it is just an extension.
“We plan to change up the products often
to keep it fresh,” she said. “The Shark Shop is

ALL PHOTOS COURTESY OF L. COHEN
Matt Lohwater, sophomore biology major, and Jake Bence,
sophomore chemistry major, were some of the first students to
pick up their favorite NSU Sharks gear from the Shark Shop on
opening day.

an extension of the bookstore, so we’re able to
move product back and forth often to offer more
variety.”
Cartas said, “I look forward to working
with Sarah and helping her get her vision for
the Shark Shop. Student feedback is really
important to us.”
Students cannot use their declining balance
to purchase items. However, Cartas said that her
team is currently working with Card Services to
integrate the Shark Bucks service into the Shark
Shop system. Shark Bucks are preloaded funds
put onto students’ Shark Cards. Shark Bucks can
be used at the NSU Bookstore and Shark Shop to
purchase textbooks, apparel and supplies. Until

the system is officially in place at Shark Shop,
students can use cash, credit cards or Barnes &
Noble gift cards to pay for items.
The store is a collaborative project between
NSU’s Office of Business Service and Barnes &
Noble College. Crocquet devised the plan as a
result of student feedback from NSU President
George Hanbury’s Town Hall Meetings.
Students requested to have a store on the main
campus and Cartas said that the most beneficial
aspect of the addition is the sense of Shark pride.
“The University Center is the heart of our
beautiful campus—there’s no better place for
us to be,” she said. “We’re a proud school and
students want to be able to show that pride off.”

Personelli said that one of the reasons
students don’t wear a lot of NSU gear is because
the bookstore isn’t in convenient location, which
prevented people from buying merchandise.
“Everyone wants to increase school spirit
by having a football team, but I think we could
increase school spirit just by wearing NSU gear,”
she said. “The prices are extremely reasonable
and the clothing is awesome.”
Shark Shop is open Monday through
Thursday from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m and Friday from
10 a.m. to 4 p.m. They will also remain open
for select special events, including graduation,
Sharkapalooza and sporting events.

NSU modifies tradition for convocation
By: Li Cohen
@Current_Yakira
On Aug. 21, NSU hosted its annual
convocation in the Arena at the Don Taft
University Center to welcome new students.
This year, NSU decided to revamp the tradition
to make students feel more included in the NSU
community and excited for the new academic
year.

“There’s never an end to
being a shark with us.”
- Frank Magnerich, assistant
director for student
communication and support
“I loved the feel and the vibe to it. It
reminded me of my graduation in high school
and it felt really home-y,” said Sheila Timothee,
freshman exercise and sports science major.
“I knew what NSU had to offer, but now with
convocation, I see how family-oriented the
school is. I don’t think you can get that from
other universities.”
Frank Magnerich, assistant director for
student communication and support, assisted
with convocation and commencement and said
that this is the first year NSU had a more formal
convocation. Previously, a different department
would plan the ceremony each year, which made
the proceedings inconsistent for each class.
Magnerich said NSU decided it was time to
demonstrate a more unified tradition.
Convocation’s new traditions include the
“ringing of the bell” to declare the beginning of
the academic year, a more formal ceremony and

COURTESY OF L. COHEN
Brad Williams, vice president of student affairs and dean of the college of undergraduate studies, congratulates new Sharks after
receiving their stoles at convocation.

a gift for new students. NSU faculty attended
in their commencement regalia and incoming
students received a white stole and gold shark
pin to recognize the start of the academic year.
Students can acquire more pins throughout their
tenure at NSU through organization involvement
and Magnerich said the intention is for students
to wear the stoles and pins at their graduation.
“We want to mark the beginning of the year
for the new Sharks,” he said. “[The stole and
pin] just symbolize the beginning and the end of
their journey at NSU.”
In the past, commencement was more of an
informational session where students received a

recap of the information they received at their
orientations and students didn’t receive anything
tangible to take away from the event. Magnerich
said he hopes the stole is a memory they can
keep with them forever.
Many students felt that the new elements
to the ceremony are positive additions to
convocation.
“It’s cool that we’ll get to have the stole
and pin for the next four years and wear them
at graduation,” said Mariah Knowles, freshman
finance major. “As far as I know, no other school
does this.”
Cherokie Boyd, senior biology major,

wishes her graduating class had a similar
ceremony. Her convocation was more
informational and she said this year’s made
it possible for people to envision themselves
walking across the stage at graduation.
“I’m glad they’re doing a new tradition,”
she said. “I know it made all of the freshmen feel
really special with their stole. It’s a great way to
start the year.”
Magnerich said he’s proud of several key
moments in the ceremony, including the singing
of NSU’s alma mater. Bill Adams, associate
professor in the College of Arts, Humanities and
Social Sciences Department of Performing and
Visual Arts, was originally supposed to sing the
alma mater by himself. Instead, he invited all
attendees to sing along with him.
“He took the initiative to have the
community sing back to him and I think it turned
out wonderful,” Magnerich said. “I’ve never
heard so many people sing it at once.”
Many of the new Sharks had positive
feedback for convocation.
Kadeem Hall and Mavrick Powell,
freshman biology majors, said they really
enjoyed how traditional and welcoming the
ceremony was.
“I feel like they want to include us in the
NSU traditions,” Hall said. “They emphasized
the core values, which I really respect because
it’s something important to the school.”
“I feel like I’m really a part of the Shark
family,” Powell said.
Magnerich said NSU plans on having the
same proceedings in the future.
“There’s never an end to being a shark with
us,” he said.
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Strongly
opposes

Opposes

No
stance

Favors

Strongly
Favors

The following topics are related to the
issue of individual rights—a primary issue
covered by presidential candidates. The
stances of the candidates were determined by
presidential-candidates.insidegov.com based on
speeches, press releases and public statements
by each candidate. Individual rights pertain
to individuals’ rights to act, work, think and
behave without organization or government
interference.
Abortion
Strongly Oppose—Candidate believes that
abortion is immoral because it kills human
beings. They don’t believe it should be tolerated
in any case and that Roe v. Wade should be
overturned.
Oppose—Candidate believes the fetus is
a human being who has individual rights
dependent of the mother’s. This person is “prolife”, although they believe abortion may be
tolerated under certain circumstances.
No stance—Candidate has not issued an official
statement regarding this issue.
Favors—Candidate believes that restricting
partial-birth abortions or other specific
procedures is reasonable. This person is “prochoice”, but believes some restrictions, such as

partial-birth abortions, are acceptable.
Strongly favors—Candidate believes the right to
abortion empowers women and is important part
of their rights. They are strongly “pro-choice”
and believe that abortion rights include the right
to a government subsidy for poor women who
want an abortion.
Legally require hiring women & minorities
Strongly
Oppose—Candidate
believes
affirmative action is actually reverse
discrimination. They say quotas based on race
and gender are wrong and that under-represented
groups should fend for themselves without
government intervention.
Oppose—Candidate believes affirmative action
is a good idea, but the government should not
enforce it.
No stance—Candidate has not issued an official
statement regarding this issue.
Favors—Candidate believes women and
minorities should be favored, but that formal
quotas go too far. The government should
still prosecute companies who display
discrimination.
Strongly favors—Candidate believes affirmative
action makes up for past injustices and that
society should help women and minorities get
into the upper classes of the economy. They
say the government should actively enforce
affirmative action laws in private companies.
Comfort with same-sex marriage
Strongly
Opposes—Candidate
believes
homosexuality is immoral and that legalizing
same-sex marriage is seeking to normalize

homosexual activity.
Oppose—Candidate believes homosexuality is a
lifestyle choice, but that marriage between men
and women is a central institution of the United
States.
No stance—Candidate has not issued an official
statement regarding this issue.
Favors—Candidate believes homosexuals
should be treated equally, but that same-sex
marriage should use the term civil union rather
than marriage.
Strongly
favors—Candidate
believes
homosexuals should be treated equally and
receive the same status as heterosexual partners.
Keep God in the Public Sphere
Strongly Oppose—Candidate believes in
separation of church and state and says that
allowing religion in public schools, organizations
or places is a violation of the Constitution.
Oppose—Candidate
believes
faith-based
organizations and prayer in public schools is
inappropriate.
No stance—Candidate has not issued an official
statement regarding this issue.
Favors—Candidate believes religious values
need to be taught in schools because the
exposure will help children be better off.
Strongly favors—Candidate believes JudeoChristian values are American values and
that believing in God is what American was
founded upon. They say tax-funding religious
organizations and school prayer doesn’t violate
separation of church and state and that the
Pledge of Allegiance should continue to include
the phrase “Under God”.
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EPA regulations are too restrictive
Strongly Oppose—Candidate believes animals
and nature have inherent value.
Oppose—Candidate believes we should balance
animal rights with human needs.
No stance—Candidate has not issued an official
statement regarding this issue.
Favors—Candidate believes human needs
come first, but that we should pay attention to
environmental needs after humans are taken care
of.
Strongly favors—Candidate believes that
humans can do with the earth as they see fit.
Campaigning
Strongly
Oppose—Candidate
believes
campaign donations are free speech and should
not be limited.
Oppose—Candidate believes politicians will
always find loopholes in campaign finance
reform and that the best approach is to monitor
campaigns for legal conflicts. They say better
reporting of donations would be useful.
No stance—Candidate has not issued an official
statement regarding this issue.
Favors—Candidate believes campaign finance
reforms are needed to reduce monetary influence.
Reforms may include personal donation
restrictions, Political Action Committee activity
restrictions, and restrictions on corporate, labor
union or PAC donations.
Strongly favors—Candidate believes public
funds should be used for campaigns and that
the best way to reduce monetary influence is
to remove as much money as possible from
campaigning. They say free television time
would be a good start.
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EDITOR’S NOTE

Hello NSU!
Once again, the time has come to fill our backpacks with textbooks, reserve
library spaces for countless study sessions and load up on Ramen noodles. For
returning Sharks, we welcome you back to your home away from home, and to new
Sharks, we welcome you to the start of the next phase of your life!
Summer 2015 was definitely one for the books here at The Current. Many of our
staff members spent their days traveling and adventuring around the world; some of
us remained on campus to aid in NSU’s summer festivities; and all of us spent our
time getting excited for what this next year holds.
The Current staff has many wonderful additions planned for the latest volume of
your favorite university paper. We absolutely can’t wait for you to see what’s in store
and to see all of your beautiful faces printed within our pages and at some of the
many events in the area.
Here’s to a new year with great friends and amazing memories at our home away
from home!
With love,

Li & Nicole

By: Li Cohen

NSU opens emergency room

@Current_Yakira
Westside Regional Medical Center
Outpatient Emergency Department at NSU
opened in the University Park Plaza on May
18.
The 12,700 square foot facility is
accessible 24 hours a day, seven days a week.
It includes 16 private treatment rooms, one
designated trauma room, a full-service
laboratory, a pharmacy, advanced imaging
equipment, and emergency transportation
for incidents within a five-mile radius.
NSU President George Hanbury said
that the emergency room provides numerous
benefits for students. These benefits include
clinical rotation opportunities for Health
Professions Division students, emergency
convenience and an open medical facility
when NSU clinics are closed.
While the emergency room is a
great addition to the NSU community,
Hanbury said there’s still plenty of room for
expansion.

“It is my intention and
effort to not only build a
community hospital, which
is what HCA would build
first, but to build a major
teaching hospital for all of
South Florida.”
- President George Hanbury
“The biggest benefit of the emergency
room is what’s going to come along later,
and that is going to be the hospital,” he said.
“That will help to facilitate the construction
of a hotel conference center for our students’
use. It’ll be a great area for graduate and
undergraduate students.”
Since Fall 2013, NSU has planned
and fought to begin construction on a new
on-campus hospital, which will be built
in the University Park Plaza alongside the
emergency room. Hanbury said that once
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NEWS BRIEFS
Pay off institutional charges with a payment plan
NSU students, with the exception of international
students, can defer their remaining balances with new
payment plan options. Plans include a four-month plan for
the fall semester, four-month plan for winter and a 3-month
plan for summer. Payment applications must be submitted
by July 1 for the fall, November 1 for Winter, and April 1
for Summer. To be eligible, all prior balances must be paid
in full and students must be registered for the semester(s)
included in their plans. Applications include a $75
nonrefundable fee. If approved, a contract will be issued.
For more information and to download the application,
visit nova.edu/bursar/payment/payment_plans.html.
Campus Card Services moves to new location
The Campus Card Services office has moved to the
One-Stop Shop in the Horvitz Administration Building.
Card Services provides information and services
for SharkCards, NSU’s official identification cards.
SharkCards are used for identification, library access,
vending machines, photocopy services, meal plans,
building access and parking access. For questions or
concerns, contact Campus Card Services at 954-262-8929
or visit nova.edu/nsucard.
NSU receives $800,000 grant to research Gulf War
Illness
Paula A. Faria Waziry, assistant professor at the
College of Osteopathic Medicine’s Institute for NeuroImmune Medicine, received a $805,882 grant for her and
her team to investigate causes of Gulf War Illness—a
multisymptom disorder affecting veterans and workers
of the Gulf War. They will focus their research on the
genomic and cellular causes of the illness. The grant is
from the U.S. Department of Defense’s Congressionally
Directed Medical Research Programs. GWI affects at least
175,000 soldiers who fought in the Gulf War. The illness
causes fatigue, chronic headaches, memory problems,
muscle and joint pain, gastrointestinal issues, neurological
problems, respiratory symptoms, hormonal imbalances
and immune dysfunction. NSU’s research team hopes to
identify the causes so that those affected may receive more
effective therapies.
Dean of Undergraduate Admissions announced
Brad Williams, vice president for student affairs and
dean of the College of Undergraduate Studies, announced
Deanna Voss as the new dean of undergraduate admissions.
Voss came to NSU from her position as associate dean
of enrollment management and executive director of
admissions at the University of Miami. She is active in the
National Association for College Admissions Counseling
and the Southern Association of College Admissions
Counselors.

COURTESY OF J. KATZMAN
Westside Regional Medical Center Outpatient Emergency Department at NSU is open 24/7 at University Park Plaza.

the hospital opens, the emergency room will
take the name of the hospital for a more
unified presence.
While HPD students are currently
able to practice their clinical rotations at the
emergency room, the hospital will allow
them to spend more time with physicians
and get more practice in various specialties.
If the hospital is built, it will be the second
teaching hospital in Florida—the first is at the
University of Florida.
“The hospital is like a small city within
itself. It can be a wonderful opportunity for
undergraduate and graduate professional
students to understand how theory and
practice come together,” Hanbury said. “It
is my intention and effort to not only build
a community hospital, which is what HCA
would build first, but to build a major teaching
hospital for all of South Florida.”
The hospital was approved by the
Agency for Health Care Administration;
however, South Broward Hospital District and
Cleveland Clinic are aggressively opposed to
its construction. Hanbury, along with other
NSU representatives, traveled to Tallahassee,
FL last week to counter the hospitals’
oppositions in front of an administrative law
judge.
The judge will hear arguments for
both sides and announce a decision between

November and December. If the
decision is in opposition for the
hospital, Hanbury said that the ruling
can be appealed in a circuit court
or that HCA can choose to start the
process over with a new Certificate
of Need.
“HCA has indicated that they
will not give up,” Hanbury said. “I
hope that he rules in our favor so HCA
can go ahead and make the necessary
plans to begin construction.”
HCA invested approximately
20 million dollars in the emergency
room’s construction.
If the hospital project goes
forward, Hanbury said NSU is
debating as to whether they will tear
down all, or just the southern portion,
of University Park Plaza. Hotel
conference centers are interested
in building a venue alongside the
hospital and emergency room and
Hanbury said this will be a great
opportunity for the community.
No plans for UPP have been
finalized. NSU is waiting until the
hospital is approved and they get
significant interest from a hotel to
proceed.

Students get free Microsoft Office
NSU provides Microsoft Office free to NSU
students. Office 365 includes Word, Excel, PowerPoint,
OneNote, Lync and more. The service allows installation
on five compatible PCs and Macs, along with five tablets.
To get Office 365, visit nova.edu, login with NSU email
credentials and click on the Office 365 in the top left
corner to install. For assistance, contact the Help Desk at
954-262-4357 or help@nova.edu.
Criminal Justice Program ranks in top programs for
veterans
U.S. News & World Report announced that NSU’s
online Criminal Justice program is ranked as 21st in a tie
for top online graduate programs for veterans. This is the
third year the publication has issued these rankings. To be
eligible, programs had to be part of an institution of higher
learning that is certified for the GI Bill, participate in the
Yellow Ribbon Program or be a public institution that
offers in-state tuition for out-of-state veterans. Schools
also have to be a part of the top 75% of schools in the 2015
Best Online Programs ranking. For more information
about NSU’s Criminal Justice program, visit chass.nova.
edu/index.html.
Assistant professor named Volunteer of the Year
David Kerstetter, assistant professor at the
Oceanographic Center, was named 2015 P3 EcoChallenge Volunteer of the Year by the School District of
Broward County. The award recognizes students, teachers,
schools and volunteers in the district for their contribution
to the environment. Kerstetter has worked with New River
Middle School closely for the past three years to provide
education on coastal fields, lab dissections and other
outreach activities.
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Getting the most out of the academic year
By: April Coan
Welcome back everyone! It’s time to
put away those summer surfboards and crank
out the textbooks. If you think that coming
back to school is just about learning how to
analyze poems written in iambic pentameter
or memorizing all the stages of mitosis, you’re
wrong. The new academic year is about starting
fresh and taking advantage of opportunities to
build a new and better you. In order to make
the most out of the new academic year, the
first month of school is the perfect time to plan
and brainstorm your personal goals in order to
help you build your brand and gain the most
from your university resources. Some unique
opportunities available at NSU that you may
want to consider this academic year are:
Personal Goal Setting. To quote Paulo
Coelhe, “Whenever you want to achieve
something, keep your eyes open, concentrate
and make sure you know exactly what it is you
want. No one can hit their target with their
eyes closed.” In that same vein of thought, in
college, you have unique opportunities to create

an amazing experience for yourself. However,
if you don’t know what you want or if you’re
unsure how to get there (i.e. if your eyes are
closed), you will probably not succeed in
obtaining your goals. With that said, a good way
to brainstorm your personal goals and explore the
unique opportunities and experiences available
to you at NSU is to schedule an appointment
with an Academic Success Coach at the Office
of Undergraduate Student Success.
Studying Abroad. When I was in my
undergrad, I took advantage of a study abroad
program to Belgium. It was one of the most
memorable experiences of my life. During the
weekends I made trips to Brussels, Amsterdam,
Paris, Spain, and Prague. I was even able to do an
internship at the European Union. Looking back,
I am proud of myself for taking the chance to
study abroad, and I highly recommend studying
abroad to anyone who is curious about other
cultures, living in another country, or building
new life experiences. If you’re thinking about
studying abroad, you can explore study abroad

options by visiting the International Affairs
Office in the Horvitz Building. In addition to
study abroad opportunities, the International
Affairs Office can also assist you with exploring
study abroad scholarships.
Getting Involved. Getting involved with
a student organization is one of the best ways
to meet new people and expand your social
network. It’s also a great way to open up more
opportunities for leadership experiences. At
NSU there are 100’s of student organizations to
choose from. You can find a student organization
that best meets your needs and interests by
visiting orgsync.org or the Student Activities
Office on the first floor of the University Center
(contact them at studentactivities@nova.
edu). Additionally, an extra benefit to building
leadership experience through organizational
and community involvement is that you will
be improving your chances for scholarship and
graduate school opportunities in the future.
Earning an Internship. Before I earned an
internship in college, the only work experience

COURTESY OF A. COAN
Follow April Coan’s articles to find out how to make the most
out of your NSU experience.

on my resume was a summer job at my local
movie theater. Needless to say, my resume
wasn’t that impressive at the time. While in
college though, I earned two internships and
was able to build my resume with professional
experiences in accounting and public
administration. With that said, internships are an
excellent way to experience careers associated
with your interests and can help you network
and build your resume. Exploring internship
opportunities is easy. In order to discover which
internship opportunities are available, just visit
the Office of Career Development on the first
floor of the Horovitz Administration Building.

HAVE AN IDEA FOR A FEATURE STORY?
CONTACT OUR FEATURES EDITOR, FAREN RAJKUMAR, AT NSUNEWS@NOVA.EDU

that time i...
had a summer full of sketchy
internships

By: Carli Lutz

Carli Lutz is a sophomore arts
administration major minoring in graphic
design and is the Chief of Visual Design at The
Current. In the future, Carli would like to own
a record label that focuses on an artist’s pure
talent rather than their appearance.
Internships are a vital part of the college
experience. You get the chance to “try out” the
field that you’ll work in for pretty much the rest
of your life once you graduate from college.
Think of internships as a free trial for your
career. They are a chance to learn the ins and
outs of your industry, network to gain some new
connections, and really figure out what you want
to do. Sometimes, however, your expectations
do not meet reality when it comes to your
experience as an intern, and you’re left with a
bubbling pot of bitter disappointment soup.
I went into my internship search with
an idea of exactly what I wanted. I wanted to
find an internship that paid, since I was going
to be out of work over the summer, and I also
wanted my internship to reflect both my arts
administration major and graphic design minor.
Once I completed my online search, I ended up
with three internships that fit a good portion of
my requirements. I was excited to have so many
opportunities in front of me, so I applied for all
three of the internships I had found and all three
companies hired me. I prepared myself for an
insanely busy summer, but, as it turns out, that
wasn’t going to be the case at all.

The first company that I got an internship
with fit my requirements for a good internship
perfectly. It was an organization that offered
music education to empower emerging
musicians. Music has always been a huge part
of my life and I already have some connections
in the industry. The organization promised to
pay me $1000 at the end of the summer for all
of the work I would do as part of the graphic
design team and as an event coordinator. They
were raising the money to pay interns through
a fundraising campaign on IndieGoGo because
they were just starting out and didn’t have the
money. About three weeks into my internship
with them, the president of the organization had
decided to completely call off their fundraising
campaign and said that they could no longer pay
me once the summer ended. Soon after, they
stopped communicating with me completely and
I was left confused at what I had done to make
them do so.
The second internship I took was with a
start-up that allows college students to offer
business consultation and advice to recognizable
businesses such as Dell and Geico. I was excited
about this internship because I was promised
a base pay of $250 per week plus commission
and tons of experience in sales. Being a sales
intern was hard and the company understood
that it was, so I didn’t expect anything bad to
happen. During my first week I made two sales
to companies around NSU’s campus, but I never

COURTESY OF C. LUTZ
Carli Lutz survived a summer of dastardly internships and hopes to find a better one next time.

saw the money from the sales, nor did I ever see
my salary. I just assumed that they had made a
mistake or it took a little while to process. Two
weeks into the program, the company said they
were going to put the internship on hold for one
to two weeks to work out some “bugs” in the
system and make it an easier process. Two and
a half months have come and gone since I have
received an email from them.
The third internship I had taken was with
a locally-based company that sold air purifying
machines and products. Since it was based
locally, I thought this one would go well and
maybe I would actually make some money
and gain some experience. I was asked to go
to their extremely sketchy office in downtown
Hollywood where I felt like I was going to get
mugged for an interview and was immediately
hired as a graphic design intern. I was told I
could make anywhere from $500 to $1000 a
month based on how much work I put out and
that the manager would also teach me the ropes
of writing for marketing. I was filled to the
rim with excitement and completely ready for

the opportunities I could get from having this
internship. Almost two weeks into working with
them, I had a strange feeling as if something was
up. I had sent them a beautiful brochure that I
was very proud of and had taken me a full day to
make. The day after, I expected to be contacted
with feedback, but nobody contacted me. So, I
waited, and I waited and I waited. A couple weeks
passed, and they still hadn’t communicated with
me. It turns out that they had actually used me
for free graphic design work because I never
signed a contract with them.
My experience as an intern this summer was
far from satisfactory. I hope to find something
that’ll work out so that I can continue to further
myself down the labyrinthine path that’ll lead
me to my dream job and life. My search can
only get better from here. I mean, I’m only a
sophomore this year and the opportunities will
continuously appear. Moral of the story: when
it comes to picking an internship, you should
always make sure to do your research on the
company beforehand.
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By: Nicole Cocuy
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#CollegeSolutions to your #CollegeProbz

@CurrentNicole
College is supposed to be the best time of
our lives, but sometimes it can be so complicated
and frustrating that we question whether
this is even remotely possible. Between bad
roommates, stressful workloads and the pressure
of the fast-approaching “future” hanging over
our heads, it can be pretty difficult to live our
college lives to the fullest. Fortunately for us,
even the most frustrating #collegeprobz can
usually be solved by a little effort and a quick
meeting with an NSU employee.
“My roommate is a total nightmare.”
When you’re forced to share a small
space with another individual for an extended
period of time, there’s bound to be drama at
some point. Sometimes the little things that
get on your nerves, like when he or she always
invites loud guests over when you’re trying to
study or when there’s a mounting pile of dirty
dishes by the kitchen sink, can simply be solved
with a little communication. Sit down with your
roommate and politely discuss what’s bothering
you. Often, our “annoying” roommates don’t
even know that they’re being annoying, so setting
up ground rules and finding a compromise can
easily prevent further conflict.
If your personalities don’t mesh
or you just haven’t hit it off yet, try to find an
activity that you both can do together. It could
be anything: binge-watching “Friends” on
Netflix, culinary experiments with Pinterest
recipes, attending a weekly yoga class, trips to
a shared favorite restaurant to catch up and get
to know each other or even study sessions for
that impossible philosophy class you’re both
enrolled in. Sometimes a little effort goes a long
way.
Of course, everyone doesn’t always
get along and serious issues do arise. If you
don’t feel comfortable discussing a particular
issue with your roommate or if you made
an effort, but nothing has changed, NSU’s
Student Mediation Services is here to help. To
schedule an appointment, contact Tyra Brown
at Student Mediation Services via email at
studentmediation@nova.edu or phone at (954)
262-7196.
“I’m a commuter and it’s hard to make
friends.”
Living off-campus doesn’t have to hinder
your college experience. I know that it’s a little
cliché, but getting involved really does make
it a lot easier to form lasting connections with
other students and the NSU community as a
whole. Fortunately, NSU has plenty of clubs and

By: Faren Rajkumar
@Current_Faren
Students weren’t the only ones busy
growing and making big changes this summer;
NSU underwent some major academic
restructuring during the past few months.
Because most students were away, there will be
many surprises this semester. Do not fret—the
changes aren’t as daunting as they may seem.
Here are the big ways that your life at NSU will
be affected by the restructuring.
1. What happened to the Farqhuar College
of Arts and Sciences?
This once broad college is no longer in
existence. The many departments that were once
contained by the college have been broken up
into three independent colleges: The College of
Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences, headed
by Honggang Yang; the College of Natural
Sciences and Oceanography, headed by Richard
Dodge; and the College of Psychology, headed
by Karen Grosby. These will house all of the
pre-existing undergraduate majors, but they will
be within colleges that are more specific to each
major, allowing peers with similar passions and

organizations to choose from. Interests range
from networking with others with similar career
goals, finding a creative outlet, volunteering
with others to stop world hunger, joining Greek
life, or if you just want to fish, bowl, or play
ultimate Frisbee with other students. Feel free
to search through the cohesive list of student
organizations on novasoutheastern.orgsync.com
and contact the listed point of contact to learn
more about any organization you’re interested
in.
Even if you don’t have the time to commit
to a student organization, you can still attend
on-campus events and activities. Different NSU
offices, like the Office of Student Events and
Activities, are constantly planning events for
students to take advantage of. To find out more
about on-campus programming, keep your eyes
peeled for email invitations, check out the events
calendar at novasoutheastern.orgsync.com/
calendar, contact SEA Board at SEA-Board@
nova.edu or (954) 262-7223 or pick up an issue
of The Current, our student-run newspaper.
Of course, if you have any questions,
comments or concerns regarding your
involvement at NSU, The Office of Orientation
and Commuter Student Involvement is a
great resource. The Office of Orientation
and Commuter Involvement aims to keep
commuters engaged in the NSU community, be
it through programming or through beneficial
changes to campus, such as the inclusion of
the Alvin Sherman Library commuter student
lounge. To contact the Office of Orientation and
Commuter Involvement, call (954) 262-8050 or
email commuter@nova.edu.
“I feel stressed and overwhelmed.”
Between balancing school, work,
organizations and a social life, feeling stressed
is almost unavoidable. Fortunately, the Office
of Undergraduate Student Success exists to help
students fight their stressors head-on and find
easy ways to avoid future stress. An academic
success coach can teach you ways to effectively
manage your time, study more efficiently or find
resources that cater to your academic needs.
To make a meeting with an academic success
coach, call (954) 262-8386 or go to nova.edu/
yoursuccess.
If you ever need someone to talk to,
make an appointment with Henderson Student
Counseling Center. As NSU students, we
have ten free sessions per year with licensed
professionals that can be used for anything from
dealing with break ups, family conflicts and
academic and financial stress to coping with

depression and anxiety. To make an appointment
with the Henderson Student Counseling Center,
call (954) 424-6911 or simply walk into their
office at University Park Plaza.
“My math class is way too hard and I’m
pretty sure I’m failing.”
Let’s be real: college isn’t easy.
We’re all required to take a class at some point
that is either way past our competency level
or in a subject we’ve always struggled with.
If the course is absolutely necessary for your
graduation requirements, you really have no
option but to persevere. Instead of feeling
embarrassed or discouraged, asking for help
from experts is the easiest way to get through
a difficult course without negatively impacting
your GPA. Fortunately, NSU’s Tutoring and
Testing Center offers assistance in anything
from intermediate algebra to organic chemistry
to research paper writing for any relevant course.
Tutoring is free with a maximum of three free
sessions per course per week and can be online
or in-person. To make an appointment, call (954)
262-8350.
Of course, the best person to talk
to about complex course-specific concepts is
your professor. Our NSU professors typically
want their students to learn the content and
succeed and, therefore, keep their office doors
open during set weekly hours to address any
comments, questions and concerns. Meeting
with your professor—the person who creates
your tests, grades your papers and evaluates
your projects—one-on-one is certainly the most
effective way to get your desired grade. Also,
here’s an added bonus: showing your dedication
to the course material by utilizing office hours
is certainly something professors consider when
writing letters of recommendations. Usually,
office hours are listed on the course syllabus, but
if they aren’t specified or if you want to make an
appointment in advance, email your professor.
“I love South Florida, but I’m starting to
miss my family and hometown.”
While it’s true that there is nothing
quite like the comforts of home and that moving
away forces you out of your comfort zone,
understand that this is an exciting opportunity
to grow that everyone goes through at some
point in our lives. You’re not alone in your
homesickness: there are several other new
students who long for home cooked meals and
warm, fluffy beds. Equally, there are even more
returning students who overcame homesickness
that understand what you’re going through and

would likely have some solid advice to offer.
Seek other residential students in your hall or
classes who might be willing to talk about their
experiences with homesickness or even bring
up your concerns to your residential advisor.
As mentioned earlier, the Henderson Center
is an excellent resource to take advantage of
when suffering from any kind of emotional
stress, including homesickness. Their licensed
professionals are hired to listen to you vent
about whatever is troubling you and offer sound
advice—free of charge.
Another way to get over homesickness
is to keep yourself busy with exciting activities
and engaging organizations. Take the time to
join an organization that you think you’d be
passionate about, whether it’s forming lasting
bonds in a sorority or fraternity, practicing selfdefense strategies with the NSU martial arts
club or strengthening your religious beliefs with
ABLAZE. Bonding with other students who
have similar interests is the easiest way to find
your niche and make NSU your second home.
Also, take the time to explore all of the amazing
sights, food and activities South Florida has to
offer, like stand-up paddle boarding and scuba
diving at the beach, authentic Cuban sandwiches
and fresh seafood or even the latest exhibit at the
NSU Art Museum. Just don’t forget to pick up
the phone and call home every once in a while!
“I have absolutely no clue what I want to do
in the future.”
Granted, there are a few lucky students
who walk into their first day of freshman year
100 percent certain about what they want to do
with their lives and never really deviate from that
plan, but it’s unrealistic to expect all 18-yearolds to have their entire futures mapped out.
College is a period of exploration. Throughout
such a brief time frame, you learn a lot about
yourself, especially your strengths, weaknesses,
likes and dislikes. Take a variety of classes. If a
particular course comes easily to you or if you
find that you actually enjoy learning about a
particular subject, chances are that you’re on the
right path.
Of course, The Office of Career
Development is available to sort out any career
path woes, whether you’re a freshman who’s
undecided, a senior trying to figure out your
next step, a recent graduate who can’t seem to
find a job or anything in between. You can set
up a meeting with a career advisor by calling
(954) 262-7201, or you simply drop by one of
their offices in the Horvitz building or the Carl
DeSantis building.

NSU Restructured: Get the Facts
career goals to mingle and work together.
2. What does vertical alignment mean?
President George Hanbury’s email to the
NSU community about these huge changes
mentioned that programs will be “aligned
vertically.” This means that undergraduate
programs will no longer be separated from
the graduate schools that students typically
matriculate into. For example, the College
of Natural Science and Oceanography will
house all biology and marine biology majors,
from bachelor’s through doctoral degrees.
This change applies to all of the newly created
colleges, and has been made to better facilitate
research opportunities for undergraduate
students and collaborations between students at
all levels of study.
3. What happened to the Honors Program?
Like so many other academic institutions
in the country, NSU now has its own Farquhar
Honors College, which is headed by Dean Don
Rosenblum. Students will still be housed in their
college corresponding to their major, but those

who also complete the Honors College programs
will receive special acknowledgement on their
diplomas, transcripts and at commencement
ceremonies. Technically, these students belong
to two colleges at NSU. There will also be a
separate graduation ceremony for the Honors
College. The Honors College will include a
new Honors in Major option, beginning in Fall
2016. But immediately this semester, there are
already several changes in place, including
more fellowships, scholarships, and more active
academic honors societies. The usual annual
Undergraduate Symposium and Distinguished
Speakers Series will still take place. The
application process to be accepted into the
Honors College will be more involved and more
selective, and details of this will be announced
soon.
4. Are there any new majors/minors or
programs?
To meet the demands of the competitive
global medical field, NSU has created the
College of Allopathic Medicine, which is

essentially an M.D. program. This is projected
to bring in new students who covet the title of
M.D., rather than D.O. It is unclear yet if there
will be a dual enrollment component to this new
program.
There is also a new general engineering
program, which will expand the Science,
Technology, Engineering and Math (STEM)
aspect of NSU’s academic programs. The new
Bachelor of Science in engineering will begin in
Fall 2016.
5. How do students access their syllabi?
For the time being, students can Google
search “FCAS course wizard” to access the old
Course Wizard website. This is where students
can use their NSU ID or course reference
numbers to search for their updated syllabi.
For more information on the academic
restructuring of NSU, and to see which
college your major belongs to, visit nova.edu
or consult this chart provided by President
Hanbury
at
nova.edu/massmail/presdesk/
NSURealignmentofAcademicPrograms.pdf.
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Sharks out of water: NSU students who studied abroad

The Office of International Affairs is
often considered a sanctuary for our many
international students. But, even though many
international students do view this office as a
vessel for support and information, this is not
the office’s sole purpose. If you are ever looking
to broaden your learning experience and career
development through study abroad, the Office
of International Affairs is definitely the place to
start.
While NSU does not have its own
individual study abroad program, it does partner
with several organizations to offer 100 locations
of study, including destinations in Europe,
Central America, Africa and many more. Each
program, whether for a semester, summer or
an entire year, can complement your major or
can even just satisfy your personal curiosity. If
you’re not yet sold on the benefits that studying
abroad can provide, maybe you should listen
to the tales of some of our Sharks who studied
abroad this summer.

(From left to right) Students Laura Vergara (top left), Nathalie Moreau (bottom left), Tiffany Smith, Nicole Cocuy and Steven Alcide spent their summers travelling abroad.

Laura Vergara
Year and major: junior finance and international
studies major
Location: London, England
Program: King’s College
What I learned: “Traveling is always a great
experience because it allows for new ideas and
perspectives. Studying abroad had the benefits
of traveling, but also adds the exposure and
knowledge that is gained from immersing in
the culture of the country and being one of the
locals.”
My favorite part of the study abroad experience:
“Immersing in the London culture and
studying at King’s University, one of the top 20
universities in the world.”

My favorite part of the study abroad experience:
“I liked that my study abroad experience was
beneficial to both of my majors. I choose to
study abroad in Morocco because of my interest
in the country and the language spoken in that
region. Morocco is located at the Northern tip of
Africa and is regarded as a Muslim country with
their primary language being Arabic and second
language being French. Having an active duty
military background in the United States Marine
Corps and completing two tours overseas to Iraq
and Afghanistan, I knew learning Arabic would
be a crucial language to add to my resume to
continue to pursue my career within the federal
law enforcement, which explains why it would
be very beneficial as a criminal justice major.
As an international studies major, it is beneficial
as studying abroad is one of the requirements,
but, more importantly, if I decide to pursue a
career within the State Department or the United
Nations, it gives me the experience that would
be needed.”

Steven Alcide
Year and major: Senior criminal justice and
international studies major
Location: Meknes, Morocco
Program: ISA
What I learned: “I learned a beginner’s level of
Arabic and a whole lot about Arabic culture and
Muslim religion while in Morocco.”

Nicole Cocuy
Year and major: senior communication studies
major
Location: Granada, Spain
Program: AIFS
What I learned: “I learned through multiple
failed attempts to communicate with locals
that it’s really hard to learn a new language.

However, I learned more Spanish from my
daily interactions with my house mom, coffee
shop baristas and cashiers than I did in my
intensive language courses. People in Granada
were generally very patient and respected my
attempts to assimilate, helping me fight the urge
to revert back to English whenever I felt stuck.”
My favorite part of the study abroad experience:
“My favorite parts of my trip were definitely
the cultural excursions. From horseback riding
in the Sierra Nevada Mountains to a traditional
flamenco show in a Sacremonte cave and from
weekly competitive soccer games to a weekend
tour of Morocco, AIFS definitely kept us busy.
Every week, I was able to experience something
new and learn more about Spanish culture
thanks to these excursions—and I had a blast in
the process.”
Nathalie Moreau
Year and major: senior communication studies
major and marketing minor
Location: Paris, France
Program: ISA
What I learned: “I learned that you shouldn’t
judge people who don’t speak the native
language because, believe me, they are trying
their hardest to communicate. Getting lost in
translation is not a fun experience. We should
be empathetic towards people in this situation.
After all, we would want the same respect if we

were in their shoes.”
My favorite part of the study abroad experience:
“My favorite part of the trip was getting lost and
meeting new people. The times when I couldn’t
find my way were the best because I discovered
places I probably would never have found
otherwise, like the Giverny Gardens, Fountains
de la Concorde, and the pony and honey bee farms
at Loure Valley. I meet the most amazing people
on my trip that under normal circumstances I
probably would have never gotten to know. We
all share a bond now that only people who have
studied abroad could understand. It was truly an
incredible experience.”
Tiffany Smith
Year: junior legal studies major
Program: Geneva Studies
Location: Geneva, Switzerland
What I learned: “I learned a lot about international
relations, law, and sustainable Development.”
My favorite part of the study abroad experience:
“The opportunity to experience another culture
in another country. I also liked how this
experience complimented my major by allowing
me to understand how law is applied to the
global community through various policies and
procedures.”

HELYEGE

COLDENTS!
STU

$

20

TICKETS
JAZZ, THEATER, MUSIC, DANCE, COMEDY
AND MORE!
COLLEGE STUDENTS REGISTER FREE AT arshtcenter.org/UTIX
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Beware of the Flakka takeover

Drugs are not a new concept to college
students. Whether you’ve tried them or know
someone who has, the stories are engrained
in your mind about the good, the bad and the
ugly of what happens when you decide to
“experiment.”
Since 2014, Broward has fallen victim
to and led the nation in the increased use of
alpha-pyrrolidinopentiophenone, or alphaPVP. This drug, otherwise known as “Flakka,”
or gravel, has been a Schedule I illegal
controlled substance since Jan. 2014. The Drug
Enforcement Administration declares that this
kind of drug has no current medical use and
a high potential for abuse. Other drugs in this
classification include heroin and LSD, which are
known for potentially severe psychological or
physical dependence.
Flakka is a dangerous version of bath
salts and appears in the form of white or pink
crystals. Like other substances, users eat, snort
or inject the drug. Crime lab reports also show
that many people vaporize the drug into an
e-cigarette, which has been shown to increase
the risk of overdosing and makes the effects
more dangerous to the user.
Bath salts are designer drugs known for
containing one or more synthetic chemicals that
are related to cathinone. Cathinone is similar to
amphetamines, which are used to stimulate the
central nervous system. They are also similar to
MDMA, or ecstasy. Much like amphetamines
or MDMA, bath salts cause a stated of excited
delirium, which is when body temperatures
spikes and muscle tissues breakdown. Often
times, this leads to kidney failure.
“It has effects even more severe than crack
cocaine or methamphetamines,” said James
Hall, an epidemiologist at NSU’s Center for
Applied Research on Substance Use and Health
Disparities. “It has a longer duration of action

COURTESY OF GAWKER.COM
Flakka, a new designer drug, has become prevalent in Broward County.

in the brain due to its molecular structure and
that can trigger some very serious adverse
consequences.”
Like other bath salts, Flakka may cause
hyperstimulation, paranoia and hallucinations.
Many reported cases involving the drug led to
suicide, heart attacks and kidney damage. The
serious effects are a result of the duration of the
high, which can last up to a few days. Because
the effects of Flakka last so long, there is a much
greater risk for permanent damage to be done.
Hall said that college students are at risk
for targeting from dealers. Many dealers sell the
drug as molly or cocaine because of the similar
appearances. Aside from the more commonly
stated effects, people are at an extreme risk for
cognitive impairment, which can last 30 days or
longer.
“The college population is at risk because
of the drug’s low cost, availability and desired
stimulant effects,” he said. “It can dramatically

impact the ability to think. Users sometimes say
they can’t think when they’re on the drug.”
Hall said Flakka is one of the most potent
stimulants on the market. It is highly addictive,
which makes people want to purchase more of it
as time goes on.
“Even though people are afraid of this
drug, they find themselves compelled to go back
and use it again and again,” he said. “Any use
extends that compulsion and puts you in danger.”
To help combat Flakka, many community
services are providing informational trainings.
Debra Goldman, director of Henderson Student
Counseling Services, attended a training hosted
by the Broward Sheriff’s Office. She said that
the training went over what the drug is, where
it came from and what her and other Henderson
staff members should look for.
“There is not as much known as we would
like to know,” she said. “It’s a new thing to our
community and it’s really finding the best way

OUR FUNDS
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three years in a row. For the first time ever. How?
Our disciplined investment strategy aims to produce
competitive risk-adjusted returns that create long-term
value for you. Just what you’d expect from a company
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performance at TIAA.org/Perform
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to keep the community safe. We are constantly
learning about new trends because it helps us
provide the best care for our clients.”
The drug is often sold in quantities as small
as one-tenth of a gram for as little as $3 to $5.
Distributors in China sell it over the internet and
ship the drug to dealers worldwide. Only one
kilogram of Flakka can provide approximately
10,000 doses, which is what allows the dealers
to sell it so cheap. According to reports from
United Way of Broward County Commission on
Substance Abuse, most dealers target the lowincome or homeless communities because of the
minimal cost. Selling it for such a low cost and
at such high quantities allows dealers to make a
large profit.
According to UWBCCSA, Flakka is
linked to 27 deaths in Broward County between
Sept. 2014 and June 2, 2015. Broward County
hospitals reported approximately 20 Flakka
overdose or excited delirium cases per day since
March 2015. Flakka, along with other synthetic
cathinones, have increased their presence in
South Florida crime lab reports by 46 percent
from 2013 to 2014.
Goldman recommends that people learn
more about Flakka and other trending issues in
their communities.
“If we have some knowledge of what we’re
looking at, we can hopefully help students to the
best of our ability,” she said. “It’s important for
students to know what’s going on with Flakka
because it’s good for them to know what’s going
on in their neighborhoods, in their communities
and with their friends.”
For more information about Flakka, call
211, Broward’s designated information center.
If you, or someone you know, is using the
drug, call 911. To talk to a professional about
substance abuse, contact Henderson Student
Counseling at (954) 424-6911.
75004
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On the Bench: If male athletes can’t play for a
female coach, that’s their problem

By: Randa Djabri
@RNDranda1

The NBA’s Sacramento Kings and NFL’s
Arizona Cardinals have added to the recent
surge of female coaches in men’s pro leagues.
Some people are not happy about having a
feminine presence in an otherwise masculine
environment.
Nancy Lieberman was hired as the assistant
coach for the Sacramento Kings, making her the
second full-time female coach in the NBA’s
history. Not too long after this, Jen Welter, who
was picked up by the Arizona Cardinals as an
assistant coaching intern, became the first female
coach to enter the “man’s world” of the NFL.
After the unhappy criticisms from
unpleased fans, it’s fair to say that female
coaches don’t serve as distractions for the teams
as they do for the media and the fans.
It’s still unclear to me why people still use
gender role perceptions to disqualify women

By: Randa Djabri
@RNDranda1

from jobs in fields that have traditionally been
exclusively male. If femininity was a barrier, I
doubt that women would’ve had the opportunity
to serve in the armed forces, as firefighters or on
police forces.
Breaking gender barriers such as this one
should not only encourage female inclusion
in all sorts of fields, but should also prove to
anyone that anything is possible.
For years, media personnel and sports fans
have speculated whether or not a woman could
ever join males as professional sports’ coaching
staff. Football critics question whether women
are able to coach football because they don’t
play football professionally. As for basketball, a
sport that’s more open to women, critics claim
that the “locker room” environment is too harsh
for women to be around.
Even if women were more present in
football and the “harsh” environment didn’t
present such a huge conflict, spectators would
come up with more excuses for women not to
coach males in their professional sports. We have
to keep in mind that there will always be critics,
even in the most ideal situations, and satisfying
everyone is a goal that cannot be reached.

What’s missing in this argument is actually
understanding what coaching really is. Coaching
requires patience, passion, a positive attitude,
enthusiasm and a broad vision. Psychologically
speaking, women are more likely to master these
characteristics than men—not to belittle men.
Welter, who has a master’s and PhD. in
sports psychology, and Lieberman, who has
more than 40 years of experience under her belt,
are no strangers to the barriers their gender has
posed to their chosen career paths. The new
coaches know exactly how to deal with these
barriers and the teams they’re working with
seem to accept them as coaches just fine, so what
exactly is our problem with it?
The presence of Welter and Lieberman as
sports coaches will definitely bring a different
way of thinking and a new sense of motivation
to the table. Who knows? Maybe what all of the
men’s leagues need is to include qualified and
motivated women in their coaching staff.
Take the Sacramento Kings, for example.
When it comes to their team stability, they
aren’t really the best in the league, but they
can be considered amongst the league’s boldest
innovators. From embracing Indian players to

women coaches, the Kings seem to be pushing
the NBA forward into a positive future.
As for football, the league has a bad
reputation when it comes to treatment of women
and this can be its chance to improve that
reputation.
Welter and Lieberman’s womanhood
shouldn’t necessarily be an obstacle in the
settings of intense interactions and crude
language. Femininity and masculinity shouldn’t
categorize human beings as being eligible or
ineligible for certain roles. While some women
may be too sensitive, too fragile and too
uncomfortable for an NFL locker room, those
traits don’t apply to all women, nor are they the
foundation of womanhood.
There are many places that, at one time,
were seen as inappropriate for women, like
colleges and newspapers. However, if a woman
is qualified for the work, she should be given a
chance. The inclusion of Welter and Lieberman
in the man’s world of athletics gives our society
glimmers of hope that we will one day get rid of
the incomplete and shallow image of femininity.

What you missed over the summer

AQUATICS
During the summer, NSU’s aquatic unit
competed in the Broward County Lifeguard
Competition at the Weston YMCA. In a
competition that tests lifeguard skills in scenariobased contests, one of the two participating
NSU teams finished second while the other team
finished seventh. This was NSU’s second year
participating in a competition where lifeguards
demonstrate their rescue and life-saving skills.
ATHLETICS
NSU finished 14th and was one of four
SSC schools to finish in the top 20 of 2014-15
Learfield Sports Directors’ Cup Standings. The
Learfield Sports Directors’ Cup was developed
as a joint effort between the National Association
of Collegiate Directors of Athletics (NACDA)
and USA Today. Points are awarded based on
each institution’s finish in up to 14 sports—
seven women’s and seven men’s.
GOLF
The men’s golf team was on a roll this
summer. In addition to dominating the spring
Division II golf season, a member of the team,
Santiago Gomez, was recognized as Division
II’s top individual honor: the 2015 Jack Nicklaus
National Player of the Year Award. The award
honors the best golfer at each collegiate level
and is presented by Barbasol. Head coach
Ryan Jamison was also recognized by the Golf
Coaches Association of America as the 2015
Dave Williams DII National Coach of the Year.

drafted by the Marlins in the 25th round and
Nick Castellanos by the Tigers in the 25th round.
TENNIS
Five NSU’s tennis players, Petra Jurova,
Irina Constantidine, Sabrina Kierberg (who
was also selected as an ITA All-American),
Alexandra Johansson and Alex Kaeser, snagged
seven All-Sunshine State Conference tennis
nods as the awards were announced by the
league office in May 2015. The tennis head
coach, Stephen Schram has been named the
2015 International Tennis Association South
Region Coach of the Year.
COURTESY OF NSUSHARKS.COM
NSU’s aquatics team competed in the Broward County Lifeguard Competition at the Weston YMCA.

Two of NSU women’s golfers, Lilana
Cammisa and Jamie Freedman, were both
named in the 2014-2015 All-American Scholar
team as awarded by the Women’s Golf Coaches
Association (WGCA).
SOCCER
The women’s soccer team announced the
signing of two Division I transfers this summer.
The signees were sophomore midfielder/
defender Bailey Corbin and redshirt senior
defender Lauren Paul. Corbin comes to The
Sharks from USC, South Carolina, while Paul
comes from UC Davis, California.
ROWING
NSU rower Rebecca Bergen was named
a CoSIDA First-Team Academic All-American

in the women’s At-Large category. This
honor, given out annually by College Sports
Information Directors of America, is given to
elite student-athletes who stand out athletically
and academically. It’s noteworthy that Bergen is
the rowing team’s first CoSIDA Academic AllAmerican and the second First-Team Academic
All-American in school history.
Another rower, Bethany Warlich, junior
business management major, was named AllAmerican by the College Rowing Coaches
Association.
BASEBALL
NSU baseball athletes were drafted by the
2015 Major League First-Year Player Draft.
Justin Garcia was drafted by the Houston Astros
in the 17th round, Alexander Fernandez was

NSU ATHLETIC DEPARTMENT
NSU’s Athletic Department was one of
eight schools in the nation that received multiple
gold medals at the National Association of
Collegiate Marketing Administrators (NACMA)
Best of Awards Ceremony in the annual National
Association of Collegiate Directors of Athletics
(NACDA) Conference held in Orlando this
year. They were awarded two gold medals in the
categories of Interactive/Social Media Platform
and Promotional Video and one silver medal in
the Video Board Segment category.
VOLLEYBALL
NSU’s volleyball team was one of 113
Division II schools to be honored by the
American Volleyball Coaches Association
(AVCA) and received the Team Academic
Award for the 2014-2015 season.

OUT OF THE SHARKZONE
The line Drive that broke
Bryan Mitchell’s nose

Yankees rookie Bryan Mitchell took
a line drive off his face Monday,
which caused a small nasal
fracture. The injury forced him to
be removed from the team’s 8-7
win over the Minnesota Twins with
two outs in the second inning.

Not everyone in James
Harrison’s household gets
trophies

James Harrison, the Pittsburgh
Steelers outside linebacker, wrote
on Instagram last week that he’s
taking away his kids’ participation
trophies because he wants them
to “EARN a real trophy.”

Jason Day wins PGA
championship

Jason Day, Australian professional
golfer and PGA Tour member,
won the P.G.A. championship in
a record-shattering breakthrough
after a 314-yard drive on the par-5
16th hole at Whistling Straits.

Manning seeks more money

Quarterback Eli Manning is
engaged in contract extension
talks with the New York Giants. He
is seeking to become the NFL’s
highest-paid player with his next
contract.

14-year-old autistic singer on
the field

Christopher Duffley, a blind and
autistic 14-year-old from Manchester, New Hampshire, sang the
national anthem at Fenway Park
for the Boston Red Sox-Cleveland
Indians game last Monday.
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Women’s Soccer

ON
DECK
Women’s Volleyball
NSU Shark
Invitational
vs. Virginia State
University
NSU Arena
Sept. 4, 2 p.m.

vs. Catawba College
Salisbury, North
Carolina
Sept. 4, 7 p.m.
vs. Pfeiffer University
Misenheimer, North
Carolina
Sept. 6, 12 p.m.

Men’s Soccer
vs. Mississippi
College
Clinton, Mississippi

vs. Kentucky State
University
NSU Arena
Sept. 4, 7 p.m.

Sept. 3, 4 p.m.

vs. Oklahoma
Baptist University
NSU Arena
Sept. 5, 2 p.m.

Sept. 5, 4 p.m.

vs. East Central
University
NSU Arena
Sept. 5, 7 p.m.

By: Max Gallner

vs. Delta State
University
Clinton, Mississippi

Cross Country
vs. Florida Atlantic
Boca Raton, Florida
Sept. 4, 6 p.m.

Athlete of the Week: Sierra Lelii

Since she first learned how to kick the
ball, Sierra Lelii has been one of the best soccer
players on the field.
“I actually grew up playing with boys
until I was eight. Since I never played with girls
my age, I didn’t realize how much faster I was
until my dad put me on a team with 13-year-old
girls,” Lelii said.
This natural talent has served her well,
carrying her through a record-setting high
school career and into her current role as a
leader, both on and off the field. As a junior at
Seminole High School in Seminole, Florida,
Lelii scored an incredible 38 goals, en route to
the state championship, and totaled 74 goals by
the end of her four years.
In fact, she had already played at Pepin
Stadium, the home of the Sunshine State
Conference rival Tampa Spartans, twice before
even beginning her career as a Shark. The
familiarity with the field made it easier for Lelii
to play there as a collegiate student-athlete.
“Tampa’s field is different than most
fields. Their stadium and bleachers are big and
up really high. Some might get intimidated by
that,” said Lelii.
As a redshirt-junior last year, Lelii led the
team with 10 goals and recorded 23 points, tied
for the seventh-highest single-season total in
program history, and with fellow 2015 senior
Julia Nytorp, became just the third pair of
teammates to each record 20 or more points in
the same season.
Lelii was also the second player to average
at least two points per game, while her 16 career
goals rank seventh all-time. After overcoming
hip surgery and a broken wrist the past two
seasons, Lelii is ready to take this team farther

than they’ve ever been before.
I had the chance to sit down with Lelii for a
question-and-answer session.
Did the team get together to watch the
United States Women’s National Team
(USWNT) win the Women’s World Cup last
month?
“A lot of the team left for the summer and
went back home. Five or six of us got together
and watched it, though.”
Is your style of play inspired by anyone
on the USWNT? Do you want to play like
anyone of them?
“Yes, but not in the sense of how I want
to play, but rather how driven, hardworking and
passionate they are as a team.”
Who is your favorite women’s soccer player
of all time?
“Ali Krieger who plays for the USWNT.”
What do you feel was the biggest key to
your breakout season last year?
“I had hip surgery before last season. When
you go through an injury that could potentially
end your sports career, it motivates you to play
every second like it’s your last.”
Has it been hard adjusting to your new
coach, John Constable?
“No, I don’t think so. I just think it takes
time to build a good player-coach relationship
when a new coach comes into the program.”
There’s a lot of experience on this team. How
important will leadership from the seniors

COURTESY OF M. GALLNER
Sierra Lelii is a senior exercise and sports science and psychology double major and co-captain of the women’s soccer team

be to your success?
“The younger girls look up to the girls who
have been here for three or four years. There are
31 girls on the team. This year, 12 of them are
seniors. It’s extremely important for us seniors
to lead on and off the field.”
What has been your favorite experience as a
Shark so far?
“My favorite experience, I would say, is
when we were in a really close game against
Florida Southern last year and we ended up
winning in overtime.”
What’s your dream future after graduation?
“If I have the chance to play professionally
abroad, I would do that in a second, but I really
want to pursue strength and conditioning at the
collegiate level.”
Do you have any rituals before games?
“I’m so superstitious, it’s actually
sickening. I take a 45-minute shower right

before we have to go into the locker room. When
I get in uniform, I put on my right sock, left sock,
right cleat, left cleat, right shin guard and left
shin guard. I wear the same sports bra on game
days. I don’t wear it for anything else. I also tape
my right wrist. My best friend passed away in
December and I haven’t taken his wrist band off
since, so I tape over it. I’ll never play without it.”
What pumps you up the most before games?
“What pumps me up the most is when the
starting line-up walks out to the field and when
they say my name and where I’m from. It’s kind
of a reminder as to why I play.”
Do you have a ritual after you or a teammate
scores?
“When I score, no. I’m weird, and I don’t
celebrate my own goals, but if my teammate
scores, I’ll most likely be the first one to tackle
them.”
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Staff Picks: Most addicting shows on Netflix

By: The Current Staff

drug money 10 years before the indictment to
her then-girlfriend. In prison, Chapman forced
to face her dark past and her equally-unsettling
future. After being targeted for not looking or
acting like the typical prison inmate, Chapman
soon learns how to hold her own, and begins
to take the agitated prisoners and authoritative
officers for a ride at Litchfield Penitentiary.

Netflix has an eerie way of turning any
normal person into a binge-watching zombie.
Whether you’re tuning in for the new season
of Orange is the New Black or trying to watch
all of the episodes Gossip Girl in one weekend,
admit it – you’re hooked. Here are the Netflix
shows that have been keeping The Current staff
busy over the summer and that we recommend
if you’re looking for something to watch in your
free time this fall.
Li Cohen, co-editor-in-chief, recommends
“It’s Always Sunny in Philadelphia”
The dudes and dudette in “The Gang”
are exactly the people our parents warned us
about when we were kids. They’re loud and
obnoxious sex fiends who can almost always
be seen with a beer in their hands and little bit
of crazy floating above their heads. Of course,
the show provides the proper education as well.
You’ll learn everything you need to know about
the D.E.N.N.I.S System, being the “wild card”
of the group, and what it truly means to be
comfortable in the skin you’re in. “The Gang”
is absolutely ridiculous in every way, but that’s
what makes them so lovable.
Nicole Cocuy, co-editor-in-chief,
recommends
“30 Rock”
Comedic
genius
Tina
Fey’s
masterpiece, “30 Rock,” can easily be described
in just two words: ridiculously underrated.
Loosely based on her own experiences at
“Saturday Night Live,” “30 Rock” hilariously
captures the chaotic environment typical of
a television studio. From needy, insecure,
sensitive actors to incompetent employees to
the complicated corporate structure, Fey lets
viewers take a peek into her world in the best
way she can: through humor. Fey also takes
advantage of the opportunity to satirize the
stereotypes associated with being a “bossy,”
single, career-driven woman through her
character, Liz Lemon. Lemon is refreshingly
relatable. While she can be a little wacky, she’s
the strong, hardworking lead writer of a sketch
comedy show who loves Star Wars and pizza
almost as much as she loves her job. But, what
truly makes this show so brilliant is the writing.
Quick, witty, quirky jokes dominate the dialogue.
Each episode is 22-minutes of never-ending
puns, double-entendres, literary and historical
references and just general silliness. The show’s
sense of humor, a complicated mix between fart
jokes and intricate academic references, might
not be for everyone, but for college students, the
blend of intelligent and immature comedy is just
what we need after a long day of classes.

Grab a bowl of popcorn and enjoy this list of Netflix recommendations curated by our staff.

Jazmyn Brown, copy editor, recommends
“Parks and Recreation”
Nestled in the fictional town of Pawnee,
Indiana, “Parks and Recreation” stars Amy
Poehler as the waffle-and-whip-cream-loving
Leslie Knope, the deputy director of the Pawnee
Parks and Recreation Department. With seven
seasons and 125 episodes, “Parks and Rec”
is a sitcom/political satire that mock-uments
Knope’s setbacks with modern bureaucracy as
she attempts to beautify Pawnee with several
public works projects. What starts out as
Knope’s endeavor to convert a construction site
into a community park becomes a depiction of
the power struggle between corrupt bureaucrats
and strongly feminist Knope. Things are not as
simple as “Animal Crossing” would lead you to
believe; Knope’s aspirations are opposed at every
turn by selfish politicians, government workers
and Pawnee citizens, as well as government
protocol and her hilariously anti-government,
overly-manly-man boss, Ron Swanson (Nick
Offerman). Knope, along with the rest of the
beautifully developed cast will make you laugh
until you cry with their hilarious portrayal of
the structure and function of local government.
What “Parks and Recreation” offers is a fresh
take on satire that combines politics with nonstop comedy—and those special camera pans—
that should be especially amusing to anyone
familiar with Michael Scott and “The Office”.
Filled with a clever combination of unfiltered
hilarity, improv, witticisms, and word-play,
“Parks and Rec” is a perfect pick-me-up and a
great choice for an all-night binging session that
will leave your sides split and your eyes wet
with happy tears.
Carli Lutz, chief of visual design,
recommends
“Psych”
You’ll definitely want to be best friends
with Shawn Spencer, a crime consultant who
convinces the Santa Barbara Police Department
that he has psychic abilities, as you watch him

Machine Gun Kelly
@Grand Central—Miami,
FL

Northwood Village Art
Battle
@Northwood Village

8 p.m.

6 p.m.
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and his best friend, Gus, solve complicated
cases. The show is the perfect balance of clever
storylines and just plan silliness. It also gives
viewers the chance to solve crimes alongside
Shawn and Gus. Through twists, turns, and
endless adventures, you’ll want to tag along for
the journey that is Psych.
Amanda Kaplan, multimedia manager,
recommends
“The Unbreakable Kimmy Schmidt”
Netflix streams many enjoyable shows,
but one of the best is “The Unbreakable Kimmy
Schmidt”. Every episode is guaranteed to make
you laugh. The cast is part of what makes it so
funny. Stars include Ellie Kemper as Kimmy
Schmidt, Titus Burgess, Jane Krakowski, Carol
Kane and many more. It’s even produced by
Tina Fey. The plot is a little bizarre and the
show is no “Grey’s Anatomy” or “Orange is the
New Black”, but it is definitely one to watch.
“Kimmy Schmidt” is about a woman who gets
rescued from an underground bunker after being
kidnapped many years before. Unlike the other
women with her in the bunker, she decides she
wants to start her life over again in New York
City. But, it seems she’s still stuck back in time
when she was captured as a teenager. So much
has changed. Will Kimmy adjust to real life?
Will she get kidnapped again? You’ll just have to
watch the show to find out what happens next..
Destinee A. Hughes, arts & entertainment
editor, recommends
“Orange is The New Black”
Piper, Pennsatucky and Poussey, three
names synonymous with crime, crazed
conviction and curiosity. “Orange is The New
Black” is the new Netflix fave. Based on a
memoir of real-life events, this show displays the
in- and-outs of what it’s like living in a women’s
correctional facility. The series is focuses on the
story of Piper Chapman, a law-abiding citizen
in her 30’s who finds herself in a compromised
position when she gets convicted for smuggling

AUG 28

Off Shore
Calendar

Randa Djabri, sports editor, recommends
“BoJack Horseman”
In this show, you’ll get to meet a sitcom
horse of the 90’s. Once you start watching,
you’re guaranteed to find unexpectedly hilarious
and quite deep and meaningful insight. BoJack
was once the star of a hit TV show called
“Horsin’ Around,” but today, he’s washed-up,
living in Hollywood, always complaining and
loves to wear colorful sweaters. The writing
is excellent, the animation is outstanding and
everything is a metaphor. There’s plenty going
in the show, from satirizing Hollywood and
celebrity culture to making fun of the film
industry. Not only that, but if your type of humor
is dark and shady, there is just as much funny
stuff going on in the background that make
this show so watchable. And, if these weren’t
enough reasons to love “BoJack Horseman”, at
least the show is original.

African Wardrobe Festival
@African-American
Research Library and
Cultural Center

Dragalious
@Lips

1 p.m.

WWE Smackdown
@American Airlines
Arena

Summer Daze 2
@Propaganda

AUG 27

Faren Rajkumar, features editor,
recommends
“Derek”
British comedian Ricky Gervais is a master
of dark comedy who knows exactly when to end
a mockumentary series before repetitive jokes
and a worn-out plot can sink the show into low
ratings. Gervais first did it with the ragingly
successful “The Office”, which inspired a nine
season-long American spin-off, and he does it
again with two seasons of “Derek.” It shares the
mockumentary style of his previous work, but
“Derek” is quite possibly the bravest and most
convincing 14 episodes he will ever write, direct
and star in. Inspired by the real stories of his
family members who work in retirement homes,
Gervais brings to life the autistic 40-something
year-old volunteer worker named Derek. Derek
fumbles. He trips and falls. He breaks things. He
accidentally sits on a piece of pie. But everyone
in the retirement home loves him, and, most
importantly, they laugh with him and not at him.
The show and its cast of working class characters
boasts every bit of what audiences expect from
the mind of Gervais: raunchy British humor
and a stoic approach at satirizing the absurdity
of everyday life. Be prepared for occasional
nudity and more than occasional profanity. But,
there’s also something more. There’s a rare
sensitivity for humanity’s discarded, neglected
and forgotten, and, as much as you laugh, you
also place a hand to your heart and sigh.

6 p.m.

7 p.m.

7 PM

Jo Koy
@Magic City Casino

9 p.m.

AUG 29
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By: Destinee A. Hughes
@DestineeAHughes

Arts & Entertainment

Remembering Michael Jackson

August is the month where music
aficionados celebrate the birth of an icon:
Michael Jackson. Jackson was born on August
29, 1958 to a family filled with undeniable
talent. Being the seventh child of nine children
didn’t stop Jackson, at the age of six, from
becoming the lead vocal in the popular Motown
group, the Jackson 5. During his early pre-teen
years, Jackson released his first solo album and
since then has become one of the best-selling
solo-artists of all time. Known for being donned
in his go-to get-up—aviators, a black fedora,
a military-inspired jacket and a pony-tail with
one loose hair in front of his face—Jackson
dominated the music industry and influenced
trends for over 40 years. Despite the controversy
surrounding him, he still remains one of the
most influential people of the 20th century.
Here’s a list of five of the best-selling albums
of his career.

Off the Wall (1979)
Following
Jackson’s
charismatic
performance of the brainless scarecrow in
The Wiz, he continued to captivate his fans
with his new album “Off the Wall.” Countless
hits were released from this album, including
the Grammy-award winning “Don’t Stop ‘Til
You Get Enough” and the classic “Rock With
You”; these immediately bring back memories
of watching Jackson sashay in a full-bodied
sparkly outfit behind a disco-themed setting.
With a diversified album full of R&B, rock, pop
and jazz songs, Jackson became one of the first
solo-artists to have four singles from the same
album peak at Top 10 in the Billboard Top 100.
Though Jackson had several solo albums prior to

“Off The Wall,” this album was inducted into the
Grammy Hall of Fame and established Jackson
as a visionary of unrelenting talent.

Thriller (1982)
If there is one album that Jackson’s name
is synonymous with, it’s “Thriller.” Seven of
the nine songs on this album were chart-topping
hits, with the exceptions of “Baby Be Mine”
and “Lady in My Life,” which are arguably
some of his best R&B songs ever made. The
then 24-year-old Jackson set records with every
track from this album by singing about love,
independence and the pressure to be successful.
This album was so successful because it broke
demographical barriers. Because of his widerange of emotions and rhythms, he was able
to attract a larger audience of different ages
and races. The second released single, “Billie
Jean,” was performed live at the Motown 25th
Anniversary Special, where Jackson debuted
his vocal hiccups and signature dance move, the
Moonwalk.
Of the released singles from this album,
“Beat It” and “Thriller” were made into short
films. “Thriller,” one of Jackson’s most creative
videos, was received exceptionally well for its
outstanding choreography and production, and
it also made a huge fashion statement—the
birth of the legendary leather red quilted jacket.
Jackson’s videos had heavy rotation on the
popular music network MTV, which, at the time,
only played videos by white artists. The airing of
Jackson’s videos opened doors for many black
artists and eventually led to the growing success
of MTV today. Thriller won eight Grammys
and 58 platinum records in 28 countries on six
different continents, and it still holds the title as

SOUNDBITE
Brush, Manatee Commune
By: Marie Ontivero
Interested in independent music,
emerging artists and new album releases?
DJ Marie, music director at Radio X, will
keep you updated every week in The Current
on what’s new in the world of music. You
can catch her on Monday nights from 6 to
9 p.m. on 88.5FM, bringing you new music
you’re sure to love.
When you listen to Brush, you are
immediately immersed into a different
world. It is a world full of colors, life and
beauty—much like the album art. Grant
Eadie (Manatee Commune) manages to
say everything without many words in this
album— think audible poetry—with the
way he incorporates nature, video game
sounds, violins and even wind chimes into
his music. This combination of sounds
makes the listener feel like they’re being
taken on an adventure to somewhere new
and exciting. His unique sound lets your
mind wander down a rabbit hole as if you
were Alice: a natural, magical fantasy
land that man hasn’t touched. Brush is
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the best-selling album in the world.

Bad (1987)
“Bad” is the album that gave Jackson’s
innocent image an edgier feel. This album
related to issues that were consuming the world,
like gang-related violence, racism and the need
for romance and world peace. “Bad,” like his
other albums, helped cement Jackson into the
pop-sensation we know him as today. With
catchy tracks such as “Bad,” “Dirty Diana” and
“Beat It,” this album proved that Jackson was
gaining more control over his artistic freedom.
“Bad” won two Grammy Awards and gave rise
to one of Jackson’s most famous short films,
“Smooth Criminal.” In it, Jackson shows off his
best dance moves while clad in all white from
head- to-toe, including his distinctive fedora,
which later became a key piece of Jackson’s
signature look.

Dangerous (1991)
Breaking his own records, “Dangerous”
became the fastest selling album, rocketing to
the number one spot three days after its release.
This album produced nine singles out of 14
tracks and, like Jackson’s previous albums,
remains one of the best-selling albums today.
Singles such as “Remember the Time,” “Jam”
and “In the Closet” all helped this album gain
recognition. But the most notable song off
the album was “Black or White,” which was
released simultaneously around the world;
the music video broke the record for the most
viewers, according to Nielsen Ratings. The video
featured “Home Alone” star Macaulay Culkin
and model Tyra Banks. Jackson covered an array
of topics including racism, environmental issues
and political injustice, all of which he eloquently
strung together with hip beats and soothing
lyrics.

Invincible (2001)
“Invincible” was Jackson’s last studio
album, produced by a number of recording
artists, including R. Kelly and Babyface. Jackson
began recording this album in 1997 and released
it in 2001, making it the longest time Jackson
has ever spent recording an album. “Invincible,”
like his others, was well-received by fans. Tracks
such as “Rock My World” and “Butterflies”
helped the album acquire recognition as one of
the best-selling albums in the 2000s. While his
album did well in the U.S., Jackson’s ratings
were exceptionally high over-seas.
Michael Joseph Jackson’s musical style
and dance techniques were unmatched and
uncategorized; he redefined the term professional
entertainer. From the age of six to the age of 50,
Jackson made the stage his home and a place
where people around the world enjoyed the raw
and unfiltered talent of a legendary icon. With
over 26 studio-recorded albums under his belt,
it’s clear that his legacy will live on through his
timeless music. However, creating chart-topping
albums wasn’t his only forte. Jackson was
heavily involved in humanitarian contributions,
and his donations exceed his album sales.
He created the Heal the World Foundation,
which aims to help impoverished children and
raise awareness about world hunger and the
environment. Jackson has donated an estimated
amount of over 300 million dollars towards
charities.
He and Lionel Richie co-produced the “We
Are the World” single, featuring 45 American
artists including Diana Ross, Ray Charles, Bruce
Springsteen, Cyndi Lauper and many more. All
of the proceeds were given directly to Africa’s
most impoverished areas. This was the largest
selling single of the 80s and the first ever single
to become multi-platinum. Because of this, he
was named Artist of the Decade in 1990 by
President George Bush for his well-recognized
humanitarian contributions.
Michael Jackson is a name that will live
forever. From generation to generation, Jackson
has proved that his mark on the world will never
be forgotten. He has played one of the largest
leading roles in influencing the music industry,
and his inspirations can be seen in many artists’
creations today. Though Jackson has had many
monikers during his career, the one which fits
him like a white sequined glove is “The King
of Pop.”

Looking for preferably an early childhood
COURTESY OF MANATEECOMMUNE.BANDCAMP.COM
Album artwork for Brush.

very mellow and relaxing, which I highly
recommended for studying or simply
background music. On Facebook, he
describes his genre as rainy goodness, and
it’s music like his that can be compared to a
breath of fresh air right before the rain hits.
Check this album out if you’re a fan of
Aphex Twin and M83.

student willing to tutor an ESE 6th grader
for an hour a day M—F, time flexible, $10hr,
Weston area,
(754)224-0141 or (954)709-3768
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Reality food television - serving up vegetarian shame
By: Faren Rajkumar
Most of the world loves to eat meat—and
eat it they do. It’s delicious. It’s satisfying. No
cucumber could ever compare to a slice of bacon,
and I get it. But, just as meat-eaters choose to
include animals in their diet, vegetarians choose
to refrain. We’re all the same, just exercising
freedom of choice and eating our way towards
happiness, which is why there is no reason a
vegetarian should ever be bullied, harassed or
shamed about his or her familiarity with meat.
Fox network’s “MasterChef” cooking
competition recently aired an episode called
“A-head in the Competition,” and it was the
final straw. The show is down to its top seven
home cooks, all fighting for the title of American
MasterChef, $250,000 and a cookbook deal.
The patronizing regard for 28-year-old Hetal
Vasavada, the first and only vegetarian to ever
compete on the show, has been building and
building, and finally, the pressure cooker burst
open. Vasavada was practically sobbing as a
bloody lamb’s head stared at up at her from her
cutting board, meanwhile Gordon Ramsey and
the other chefs feigned horror, smirked and even
laughed. Vasavada was so disturbed that she
couldn’t turn around to look at the giant cow’s
head sitting conveniently on the bench behind
her. The cow is the most sacred animal in the
Hindu religion and this was a not-so-subtle low
blow to the Hindu chef’s morale. She looked
ready to succumb to nausea, while Ramsey and
the others laughed and stared at her, waiting for
her to crumble.
It wasn’t just “MasterChef,” like so many
other reality food shows, doing its usual thing
with meat—this was a blatant attempt to make
Vasavada, a Hindu vegetarian who has never
tasted meat, feel uncomfortable. This happens
on so many cooking shows—the vegetarian is
faced with some carcass and the way the judges
and other chefs relish in their pain is sickening.

By: Erica Rich
Signed last month, the Iran Nuclear Deal
is an international agreement between Iran
and a group of world powers, including The
United States, which aims to limit Iran’s nuclear
facilities and keep a nuclear bomb out of the
hands of Iran, but it will do just the opposite.
This agreement falls short of preventing
every pathway to a bomb because it fails to
meet five important criteria to do so: inspections
and verification, possible military dimensions,
sanctions, duration, and dismantlement. If Iran
becomes nuclear they will further threaten Israel,
challenge American allies, and most likely lead
to a Mideast nuclear arms race.
This deal should allow “anytime,
anywhere” inspections because the U.S. needs
to be able to verify their compliance, but,
instead, it requires a 24-day approval process
for an inspection. This is too long, giving Iran
more than enough time to remove any violation
evidence before the time of inspection.
In the past year alone, Iran has violated
its international agreements three times. The
Joint Plan of Action, a 2013 nuclear agreement
with Iran, prohibited Iran from enriching
uranium in centrifuges, machine used to

I suspect that if there wasn’t a vegetarian chef
on “MasterChef” this season, there never would
have been a designated vegetarian challenge
this week, followed up by a disgusting “animal
head” elimination challenge that served to shake
Vasavada’s resolve.
“I doubt you’ve cooked one of those
before,” Ramsey said to Vasavada, waiting
expectantly for her to reply with emotion, disgust,
fear or panic. She must have disappointed him
with her strength and determination, because
Ramsey kept goading and taunting her until the
end of the challenge. “You’ve never cooked it,”
and “You’ve never eaten it”—his singsong-y
jabs were relentless, yet, somehow, Vasavada
managed to fight and cook on with grace.
Perhaps judges enjoy the obvious
discomfort of vegetarian chefs because it is,
after all, a competition. Other cooks have
been basting chickens and searing steaks for
years, so someone like Vasavada is at a serious
disadvantage week after week. Any little edge
one competitor has over another is cherished.
But, forget for a moment that these cooks are
fighting for money and fame. Food reality
television is supposed to be about celebrating
the natural beauty of food and the talented
chefs and home cooks who possess the unique
ability to turn vegetables and meats into edible
art. This offending “MasterChef” episode
celebrated nothing. By following up the “first
ever vegetarian challenge in the history of
MasterChef” with a challenge featuring whole
animal heads, the entire message of welcoming
vegetarian chefs into the competitive culinary
world was immediately undermined.
How dare “MasterChef” invite 50 of
America’s most esteemed vegetarian chefs, food
critics and writers to judge the dishes in the first
half of the episode only to figuratively spit on
them in the latter half of the episode when the

show made a seemingly relieving return to meat.
Anytime a culinary reality show introduces a
vegetables-only challenge, it’s presented with
fake generous bravado and excessive charitable
pride, as though vegetarians everywhere
should be weepingly grateful for such a gift.
The patronizing attitude almost says, “We’ll
let you play with your veggies for 30 minutes
before we get right back to meat, the real food.”
Chef Ramsey was laughing as he admitted that
millions of Americans follow a strict vegetarian
diet. I must have missed the joke—what’s so
funny about millions of Americans opting for a
healthier and more environmentally-conscious
way of life? He failed to mention the reasons
why these people chose vegetarianism: religion,
health, compassion, earth-consciousness, and
much more. For someone like Vasavada, it’s
more than just a dietary choice; it’s a religious
and cultural conviction that means a lot to her. In
a previous episode, she remarked jokingly that
God was punishing her for cooking meat every
week. Or, was she even joking?
Yes, a chef’s skills need to be diverse and
versatile, and they need to be knowledgeable
about meat preparation. People eat meat, and
if you’re in the business of feeding people, you
need to know how to cook what they want to eat.
Vasavada meets the mark on this requirement:
she serves up a surprisingly impressive plate of
meat each week. How sweet, or rather savory,
would her victory be if she triumphed over
another chef in the finale by cooking a flawless
steak? For viewers, it would be the quintessential
victory of an underdog. But, there is never a
need to treat a vegetarian chef as though she
has a crippling disability and act as though her
proactive and respectable decision to refuse
dead animals on her plate is a character flaw that
she needs to overcome.
Vasavada handles fruits and vegetables

with masterful finesse and is just as capable as
any of the cooks in that kitchen. The same can
be said for vegetarian chefs all over the world,
who have learned to embrace produce with a
sense of respect and pride that can only come
from refusing to kill and consume animals.
They shouldn’t even have to prove that they
can cook meat in order to prove that they are
real chefs. But, prove it they must, and they
may never receive the recognition they deserve
by competing in popular American cooking
competitions such as “MasterChef”, “Chopped”
or “Top Chef.” However, their incontestable
influence on food and diet trends is carving out a
need for the celebration of vegetarianism in the
business of televised entertainment. Perhaps an
exclusive competition for cooks like Vasavada
is in order. They, and their squash, tomatoes
and beans, will have a place to shine and share
the simple beauty of nonviolent food with the
world. Just as the pressure built up to make
Vasavada fail, a similar pressure is building to
give vegetarian chefs, and even vegan chefs, the
status they deserve in the culinary world.
The issue at hand is larger than the appalling
behavior of “MasterChef”’s writers, directors
and judges so far in this season. The last episode
showed how quickly vegetarian-shaming, which
by extension can be interpreted as religionshaming and culture-shaming, can escalate in
this world. It’s not a dog eat dog world; it’s a
man eat cow world. Unless you conform to this
undeniably easy habit of consumption, you’re
a freak and unworthy of competing side by
side with the normal chefs. Vasavada has been
facing the challenge with bravery and poise, and
although she may not win it all this season, she
has already won a battle for the vegetarians of
the culinary world.

Oppose a Nuclear Iran
separate its contents. Last November, it was
caught operating a new advanced centrifuge.
The Joint Plan of Action also required Iran to
process low-enriched uranium from the gaseous
form, which can be used to create a bomb, into
a solid to be used as reactor fuel. In February
2015, Iran had 300 kilograms of low-enriched
uranium in the gaseous form. Then, when the
International Atomic Energy Agency and Iran
signed a framework where Iran agreed to answer
questions about the possible military dimensions
of its nuclear program, Iran only answered one
question, giving only limited information on its
use of detonators. The IAEA published a list of
12 steps it believes Iran has taken to develop a
nuclear weapon, but Iran only responded to the
detonator question.
Iran has already shown a lack of respect for
international agreements and it will likely break
this one, too. It can’t be permitted to have safe
havens and the U.S. needs access to every sight.
This deal is unclear about whether Iran
comes clean about their prior nuclear work.
To measure a baseline for their future actions,
the U.S. must know more about their previous
activities. For example, if they have already

created a nuclear bomb, the U.S. needs to know
in order to protect Israel and keep our nation
safe. History does repeat itself, and we can’t
judge the future if we are not fully aware of the
past.
President Obama promised that a deal
with Iran would “make our world safer.” This
is difficult to believe since Obama himself
named Iran “the world’s biggest state sponsor of
terrorism” and we are just giving it more money.
In an interview with Arabic newspaper Asharq
al-Awsat, Obama said, “Iran clearly engages in
dangerous and destabilizing behavior in different
countries across the region...It helps prop up the
Assad regime in Syria. It supports Hezbollah in
Lebanon and Hamas in the Gaza Strip. It aids the
Houthi rebels in Yemen.”
The deal immediately provides Iran with
sanctions in the form of $150 billion in unfrozen
assets that it can use to continue to fund
terrorism.
We need to block Iran’s nuclear weapons
quest because it cannot become a nuclear
threshold state. In 10 to 15 years, this deal
lifts all of its restrictions, giving them more
capabilities and potentially causing a snapback.

A snapback is not only dangerous to Israel, but it
is also dangerous to America and its allies. Iran
has a history of not being peaceful. We can’t
guarantee that in 10 to 15 years it will be. We
must restrict its capabilities until we know that it
no longer seeks to create nuclear weapons.
Although this deal alters Iran’s plans for
the Arak heavy water reactor, it does not require
them to dismantle any nuclear facility. Built
in the mid-1990s, the Arak water reactor has
produced enough plutonium to make two nuclear
weapons each year since it was first established.
Iran shows that they will not dismantle any of the
estimated 19,000 centrifuges that it possesses.
The alternative to this deal is not war, but
a better deal. Denying this deal would give us
the opportunity to create a better deal. Until
September 18, Congress must work to share
the flaws of this nuclear deal with the American
people and use its constitutional obligation to
vote on this deal. Contact your congressman to
express your concern because, by doing so, you
will impact their decision on whether to support
or oppose the deal. Together, we can reject this
flawed nuclear deal with Iran and support a
better deal.
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Seriously Kidding
a satire column

Couple meets as a result of catcall, marries next day
By: Nicole Cocuy
@CurrentNicole
On Saturday morning, a South Florida
couple tied the knot after an interesting
introduction and less than 24 hours of knowing
each other.
Friday afternoon, while returning home
from work, Barry Kreapy, 51, saw 26-year-old
Jessica Smith on her daily jog and reacted how
any man would react: he honked his horn and
yelled “Nice rack!” out of the window. But,
much to his surprise, Smith reacted positively to
his advances.
“Most women don’t know how to accept
compliments these days,” Kreapy said. “That’s
what immediately attracted me to Jess. She has
class. Instead of ignoring me or insulting me like
the others, she smiled and said, ‘Thank you.’
That’s when I knew she was the one.”
This isn’t the first time Kreapy has
attempted to attract women with sweet, witty
remarks from his car door window. According
to Kreapy, he has been catcalling since he was
16, but his efforts to convince women to date
him have been unsuccessful. But he argued that
the challenges he faced with women had more
to do with their angry, feminist attitudes and

Despite their unconventional history, Kreapy and Smith couldn’t be happier.

shallowness than his approach.
“I’ve never been very good with women,
and I’m not necessarily the coolest, tallest or
most attractive guy, either,” said Kreapy. “But,
for some reason, girls have it ingrained in
their head that I’m trying to oppress them or
something ridiculous. I have been flicked off,

COURTESY OF ISTOCKPHOTO

ignored and even physically attacked in the past
by women simply because I think they’re pretty.
I give them compliments. When I park and honk
my horn repeatedly and whistle at them like the
beautiful animals they are, it’s obviously meant
to be flattering. If I was six feet tall and had a
six pack, I’m sure women would react positively

more often.”His new wife agrees that catcalling
is meant to be flattering, not offensive.
“It feels so good to be appreciated for my
most redeeming value: my appearance,” said
Smith. “Being pretty is the best thing women
can contribute to society, and I’m glad I’m able
to make my contribution and that it brought me
love.”
If you or someone you know doesn’t feel
comfortable with being catcalled at, Kreapy
offers some sage advice.
“If, for some weird reason, you don’t like
being shouted at by men about how beautiful
you are, cover up. Quit running in tight pants
and wearing skinny jeans and tank tops, and put
a giant sack over your body. Women’s bodies are
meant for male entertainment—just look at the
media. If you don’t like it, cover everything up,”
said Kreapy.
The newlyweds are excited to move to the
suburbs and hope to have children right away.
“I hope we have girls,” said Smith. “That
way, we can teach a new generation of girls
not to hate men like society wants them to and
understand the value of their beauty.”

“My three goals for the year are to make FIJI the most
awesome fraternity on campus, keep my GPA up and to
make this the best year imaginable.”
- Kevin Zhou, sophomore chemistry major

“My top three goals are to get straight A’s, get more involved
on campus and really get to know at least 10 new people
on campus.”
- Victoria Kendig, sophomore environmental science major

“My three goals for the year are to manage
time better, to get great grades and to build
new relationships.”
- Annisha Parks, junior biology major

“My academic goals are to get a high GPA, get a routine
to study and stay on top of my game and to get really
close to my professors.”
- Ashley Pelletier, freshman exercise science major

“My three academic goals are to get straight A’s, have
good productions in the research lab and enjoy my senior
year to the fullest.”
- Rebecca Quinn, senior marine biology major

“My three goals are to get good grades,
meet new people and have fun.”
- Rishi Patel, freshman biology major
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Ride Tri-Rail to campus
and save some green.

Tri-Rail is the smart way to commute
to campus. Students who ride the
train enjoy:
• 18 train stations from Miami to
Fort Lauderdale and West Palm Beach
• Convenient shuttle buses to and
from campus
• A 50% savings on fares with university ID
• Catching up on schoolwork while onboard
• Access to bike racks and lockers

Get a FREE TICKET to
#TryRail and enter to
win an Apple Watch.
Experience the benefits of a stress-free
commute! Register at tri-rail.com for
a free day pass to #TryRail and you will
be entered for the chance to win an
Apple Watch.

Part of the South Florida Regional Transportation Authority

1-800-TRI-RAIL • www.tri-rail.com

